
Definitions From Smallest of the Small to Biggest of the Big 
 
microscopic -so small as to be invisible except through a microscope 
miniature - of a much smaller size than normal; very small 
minute - very small; of little importance; of tiny details 
insignificant - of little importance; bearing virtually no relevance 
minuscule - tiny 
diminutive - very small; tiny 
wee - very small; tiny 
tiny - very small 
puny - of inferior size 
little - small in size; brief; small in importance or power 
undersized - of inferior size 
stunted - to be underdeveloped in growth 
shrunken - to be lessened in amount 
short - not measuring much from end to end; brief; less than a sufficient amount 
brief - short 
narrow - small in width; limited in size 
petite - small and trim in figure 
meager - thin; lean; inadequate 
thin - of relatively little extent from side to side; lean; slender 
slender - small in size; long and thin 
slight - slender 
ample - large in size; more than enough 
long - measuring much in space or time; or greater than usual length 
wide - of great extent; extending over a large area, especially side to side 
broad - of large extent from side to side 
fat - thick; broad 
expansive - broad; extensive 
significant - full of meaning; important 
large - of great extent or amount; bigger than others of its kind 
oversized - larger than usual 
massive - big; large 
great - of much more than ordinary size 
tremendous - very large; great 
immense - very large; vast; huge 
huge - large; gigantic; immense 
enormous - of great size; huge; vast 
monstrous - huge 
mammoth - very big; huge 
titanic - of great size, strength or power 
colossal - huge 
gigantic - huge; enormous; immense 
gargantuan - gigantic 
Herculean - having the great size or strength of Hercules  
 


